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Executive Summary
This document details the technical requirements and specifications of the xR4DRAMA
platform. It discusses the architecture and various services, end-user tools, and
communication methods that will be used in the platform.
The deliverable firstly introduces the tools and mechanisms used to extract and analyse
these technical requirements, including documents analysed, use cases studied, interviews
conducted, and surveys conducted. This provides us with an overview of how to collect user
needs. In the next section, the deliverable focuses on the use cases of the xR4DRAMA
platform and the user requirements attached to these use cases. This helps us define the
technical requirements of the platform.
Then, it discusses the main technical concerns of the xR4DRAMA platform architecture,
being its architecture design and the pipelines, the logical design and elements of
xR4DRAMA components, the communication model, and the data management policy
established in accordance with the platform’s expected data processing flow.
Furthermore, the deliverable outlines each of the services of the platform. Each of the
services is introduced along with the owner that will be responsible for implementation of
the service. For each service, the system requirements to run the service, functionalities that
it will be implementing, the logical design of the internal components of the service and the
data flow in the service are described. This is done for 12 xR4DRAMA services including the
GIS and the Data Storage.
Finally, the deliverable outlines the 5 user tools and their functions, as well as the UI/UX of
the tools that require user interaction. The deliverable provides a detailed overview of the
technical requirements, architecture, and each component of the system.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
API

Application Programming Interface

AR

Augmented Reality

BLE

Bluetooth Low Energy

BR

Breathing Rate

BSD

Berkeley Source Distribution

DoA

Description of Action

ECG

Electrocardiogram

GIS

Geographic Information System

GUI

Graphical User Interface

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

KB

Knowledge Base

TR

Technical Requirement

UI

User Interface

URLs

Unified Resource Locator

UX

User Experience

VR

Virtual Reality
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1 INTRODUCTION
xR4DRAMA project’s main goal is to provide situation awareness to various stakeholders
during relevant situations. The project aims to gather data from multiple sources and display
in it in a way that can produce an immersive situation awareness to help planning as well as
real-time awareness to help execute various tasks. The 2 use cases that the project targets,
are both relevant as well as need accurate situation awareness. The use cases that were
addressed are:



Disaster Management
Media Production

These deliverable documents the technical requirements to develop the system as well as
the architecture of the system to perform the tasks laid down in the DoA and in the user
requirements.
The deliverable firstly defines the technical requirements analysis procedure. To this end,
this deliverable introduces the practice of technical requirements collection and analysis,
discusses its scope and applicability in the context of xR4DRAMA, and then discusses the
relevant methods of collecting requirements and the methods selected and applied in the
context, such as document analysis and survey, one-on-one interviews and use case analysis.
In the next section, we discuss the architecture design work done in the project to address
the technical requirements. We start by focusing on the methodology that is used in the
development of the architecture of the platform. Following that we work on identifying the
key technologies that will be used in the system. The next sub-section deals with discussing
the various pipelines developed for performing significant tasks in the system a) Real time
sensors pipeline b) Project Creation pipeline c) Data Generation pipeline d) 3D models
pipeline e) Text Analysis pipeline. Each pipeline includes multiple components which help in
accomplishing backend tasks for the system. Following this we go through the entire
architecture of the system and how all the components work together. Finally, we will focus
on the data model and the communication model of the platform.
The fifth part of the deliverable records the technical specifications of each platform service,
which includes the function of the service, the requirements of the service, the logical design
of the service, and the data that the service will process. This is done for each of the 12
services currently identified by the platform, each of which performs different tasks and
meets different requirements.
The final section of the deliverable describes the functionalities and the user interfaces of
the 5 end user applications.
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2 INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
This section is dedicated to the various technical requirements (TRs) in the context of the
development of the xR4DRAMA platform to facilitate the development and to help evaluate
how the final product met the expectations of the developers in its creation, and end-users
of the platform and service. The section firstly covers a few general concepts related to the
requirements gathering and analysis to provide a proper context for the activities by which
such a project was executed.
Firstly, we will discuss and provide methods and approaches of requirements which are
relevant to xR4DRAMA. Following this, we focus on how these requirements will be
addressed in the platform, their scope and any concerns regarding the development which
can be foreseen and addressed pre-emptively if need be.

2.1

Technical requirements analysis: a broad definition

Requirements Analysis1 (or Requirements Engineering) is the process of defining the
expectations of the users for an application that is to be built or modified. Requirement
analysis involves all the tasks that are conducted to identify the needs and requirements of
different cohorts of stakeholders. Therefore, requirements analysis means to analyse,
document, validate and manage software or system requirements. High-quality
requirements are documented, actionable, measurable, testable, traceable, helps to identify
business opportunities, and are defined to a facilitate system design. They define the system
methods, constraints, and objectives according to the expectations of the clients and
generally form the basis for early acceptance testing in the software development cycle.
Specific descriptive frameworks are used in the definition of the technical requirements for a
software development project. Requirement definition, being the first step, helps in the
identifying, gathering and studying the main requirements and help in the definition of the
problem that the system is trying to solve for the users, which help create the technical
specifications.
In software development, there is a distinction between user requirements and technical
requirements2. User requirements are generally written in non-technical discourse and are
not always directly related to technical concerns. Technical requirements, on the other hand,
describe in detail each and every functionality and feature of every module as well as the
components of the modules describing the entire system flow, and how data is going to flow
within the system. In order to ensure the most favourable outcome of the research results, it
is crucial to address both user and technical requirements at the same time. A common
practice envisions the definition of the user requirements prior to the technical ones simply
through direct engagement with the potential users of the system to be developed. Some
high level technical requirements though can further be elaborated based on the already
identified user needs. Such generic requirements usually cover aspects such as performance,
maintenance, usability issues and potential scalability of the system, as well as possible
constraints that affect the design of the proposed system. Commonly, such requirements are
introduced as so-called non-functional requirements.

1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirements_analysis
https://www.visual-paradigm.com/guide/requirements-gathering/requirement-analysis-techniques/
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Since the conceptualisation process of software systems usually happens before any formal
elicitation of the requirements it is clear that such steps are some of the most essential
preconditions for any system architecture definition. According to Liao et al [1],
requirements analysis is in fact a foundation for software architecture design, as depicted
below:

Figure 1: Requirement Analysis to System Architecture
According to the study by Liao, before starting a software development project, a thorough
technical requirements analysis needs to be done. These requirements then become the
starting point for the second task which is the software architecture development. Minor
alterations are always needed at later stages but room for such changes are kept in the
software architecture design. The software architecture guides the implementation of the
software.
Therefore, requirements analysis has one of the most impacting roles in determining the
success of system development. The most important objective of the requirements analysis
is to describe the boundaries of the system and its relation to the business objectives. This
facilitates the planning and streamlining of the development process, and any potential
conflicts between different user expectations and prioritising functionalities of the system.
The technical requirements developed during the conceptualisation phase usually provide a
good starting point but gets revised as the implementation process starts and continues,
sometime even multiple times. xR4DRAMA platform, due to its novelty, will require several
iterations that involve user testing after each development cycle.
Multiple frameworks are available for the classification of the requirements, some specific to
a field of application of the software and some more generic and handle requirement
gathering for any system. One framework is FURPS3, which stands for Functionality,
Usability, Reliability, Performance, and Supportability, was developed at Hewlett-Packard
and elaborated by Grady and Caswell. They can be further elaborated as
1) Functionality: General functional requirements from the user
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FURPS
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2) Usability: Human factors, aesthetics and the ease of use for a general user without
prior specific knowledge.
3) Reliability: Availability of system services and functionalities, robustness,
recoverability and the accuracy of the system specifically during stress time.
4) Performance: The speed and efficiency as well as the resource consumption and
scalability.
5) Supportability: The flexibility of the system, the adaptability and modularity as well as
installablity.
The relevance of these concerns can vary from one architecture to another, and also
according to the development stage in which the architecture is found.

2.2

Methods and approaches for gathering specifications

Before initiating a method of gathering technical necessities and an application of a scientific
approach towards its induction, a transparent understanding of its necessity is needed.
Demand induction could be a crucial method among any system development. It contributes
to the success of the project and sets clear objectives for the event groups.
As indicated among this section, looking on the cases and future definition of the necessities,
approaches towards the end will vary to a larger degree looking on the methodologies
followed upon the necessities gathering that square measure deemed to produce sure tips
for system and scheme developments. Sure complications associated with the method of
necessities gathering will be highlighted:








Potential users of the system aren't perpetually capable of setting clear necessities
for a new structure, particularly once it involves innovative, on the far side
progressive developments since it's not a straightforward task to involve such
stakeholders inside the conceptualisation section. Thus, definitive ideas and
expectation management of potential users becomes a barrier to process
requirements.
High level requirements on a macro level area are easier to outline thanks to the
flexibility to propose the idea and goal of the projected system. Thus, such types of
needs are represented initially. However, it is more difficult to define additional,
concrete and complete needs that are far more advanced in their nature and harder
to describe to potential users.
At the core of the user requirement gathering method is that the definition of the
user stories, that are essentially totally different from the practical coding of
potential system. Functionalities of the to be developed system are extracted from
the initially outlined user stories, however it might be wrong to assume that every
and each user story already embodies all the expected functionalities. The planning
and implementation method envisions a level of iteration, review and analysis to
make sure that the system meets initial expectations with high performance. These
steps have a high chance of revealing new requirements that will lead to changes on
the initially designed system.
In addition to all the above, system development may be carried out by fairly
independent teams from different entities and institutions, or involve multiple
components developed by external parties. In this case, it becomes more challenging
to define requirements in the most consistent and coherent way, and different
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approaches to process implementation by such distributed teams need to be
considered.
Finally, various user requirements of different natures may cause certain difficulties
in defining measurable technical requirements. This boils down to the ability of the
system architect to follow the practice and vision of the overall architecture.

Today, there are multiple technologies that provide a standardised method to collect the
technical requirements with the best potential results. Compared with another technology
and method, each technology and method have its advantages and added value. Therefore,
a combination of multiple technologies is usually applied to ensure a multi-faceted method
and the most complete information from all stakeholders. Some of the most famous and
applied technologies are:
Document Analysis4
Document analysis is performed before initiating any proof of requirements collection. It is
usually the first step of the process, including analysis and evaluation of the initially available
documents, which may present the overall concept of the system, expected benefits, goals,
and results. It may also include pre-defined development plans and prerequisites for the
development process, stakeholder profiles, etc. Although this information cannot provide a
complete picture or the most comprehensive technical requirements, it can still define the
initial tasks and characteristics of the system. This is just the first step towards requirements
gathering, which is believed to simplify the development process through unclear or
incomplete information for future evaluation.
One-on-one interviews
Personal interviews are considered to be one of the most used techniques, in which one-onone interviews are conducted with end users to understand their expectations for the future
system. This kind of structured or semi-structured interview is planned in advance, and the
questions are carefully formulated and are very clear to the interviewee. Interviews usually
include open-ended questions that allow users to elaborate on their views of the concept,
and closed-ended questions that can simplify answers to specific questions. In the case of
discussing innovative systems that do not provide any comparative reference, exploratory
questions are also used in such interviews.
Group interviews and focus sessions
Like one-on-one interviews, group interviews use a structured approach and contact
multiple representatives of the stakeholder group at the same time. This type of interview
involves two methods: on the one hand, interviews with representatives with similar
backgrounds; on the other hand, interviews with representatives with different roles and
profiles, considering different aspects of potential uses (administrators and end users,
advanced users and learning etc.). This type of interview usually envisages more thorough
preparation and a certain degree of formality, which will help extract sufficient details from
all the interviewees in a group. Focusing discussions with the participation of each
participant may bring certain challenges, but the results will usually be rewarded with more
complete and descriptive requirements in a short period of time. This approach has its
advantages when designing systems with multiple stakeholders and end users.
4

https://lled500.trubox.ca/2016/244
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Joint application development sessions5 (Hackathons)
It is envisaged to apply this particular method in contact with developers or individuals who
have a technical profile involved in the definition, design, and continuous development of
the system architecture. Typically, hackathons are performed to establish non-functional
requirements, which will also allow for the definition of a framework for future
development, deployment, and testing of the system. One can compare a hackathon with a
group interview, which will continue until all the set goals are achieved and the
requirements are defined in satisfactory detail.
Questionnaires and specification templates
When defining technical requirements, templates are considered to be some of the most
practical methods. Here, a well-structured questionnaire is usually designed before the
interview with the system architect and product owner. Usually these people will participate
in the questionnaire design to help them focus on the ambiguity of the system. The
questionnaire is considered to be very effective in helping to reach a considerable number of
stakeholders. They are designed in a way that allows fairly easy and fast identification of
common requirements and further isolation of requirements specific to specific use cases.
The use of canonical templates helps to coordinate the shared vision between the system
architect and the developers who initially contributed to the conceptualisation of the
system.
Prototyping
One of the latest methods of technical requirements gathering is prototyping. Its emergence
is explained by the adoption of agile development methods and their trial and learning
methods that help speed up the development cycle6. In prototyping, it is conceivable that
after some preliminary evaluations, a given set of requirements is selected from the overall
concept for rapid prototyping and continuous evaluation. This technology encourages the
development of tangible results and helps to specify the goals of the needs in a more
profound way. Ultimately, prototyping is very suitable for small-scale projects designed to be
interactively driven with end users. When it comes to more complex and more complex
systems, difficulties may arise due to the inability to quickly prototype, because it requires
more time and effort to make a usable prototype.
Use cases and scenarios
In use cases, users usually describe in simple stories how different processes in the system
are expected to work, including configuration files or participants, and assume the use cases
are presented from their own perspective. One of the main advantages of use cases is that it
is fairly simple for end users to express and understand at the same time, allowing further
decomposition into more detailed descriptive requirements. The core of use cases cannot be
regarded as a complete and descriptive definition of requirements, but their focus is on the
process definition of system conceptualisation. Scenarios and use cases are ultimately
introduced by stakeholders who are responsible for the initial concept and development of
the system, and serve as a way to explain and emphasize concepts to end users. Essentially,
5
6

https://www.umsl.edu/~sauterv/analysis/488_f01_papers/rottman.htm
http://www.umsl.edu/~sauterv/analysis/prototyping/proto.html
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use cases have quite a variety of functions in development, and are a simple, fast, and easyto-understand way to acquire basic system requirements.
For xR4DRAMA, we plan to use various methods to get the initial requirements which
includes, brainstorming sessions, proposal requirements and group meetings.

2.3

Selected approaches for gathering the requirements for xr4drama

In the scope of xR4DRAMA project, to get the best technical specifications of the platform to
be built as well as each of the components for the platform, a blended approach was
followed that combined multiple methods.

Technique

Description

Expected outcomes

Document Analysis

We use the project DoA and plan of work, and
the
information
regarding
technical
specifications made available by the partners
on the wiki site.

General description of the architecture
requirements, and technical objectives to be
met by the system as well as any relevant KPIs.

Use scenarios and use
cases

We study the defined use cases and
scenarios, which explicitly state the user
processes that the platform should support to
accomplish specific objectives.

This allows us to get the user requirements and
prioritise them according to the pilot use cases,
as these will be implemented in series. The user
requirements are then mapped onto the
technical requirements.

Component
survey

We conduct a template-based survey with the
developers/owners
of
xR4DRAMA
components that are to be integrated in the
platform.

The characteristics and specifications of each
service have been defined by their owners,
including a correlation between the envisioned
functionalities and the technical requirements.

We
interview
developers/owners
of
xR4DRAMA components to establish a
systematic understanding of critical technical
aspects and debate different alternatives for
addressing them.

Detailed definition of critical technical
specifications that impact the integration of the
architecture and the performance of its
modules.

Interviews

definition

Table 1: Selected techniques for gathering requirements
Following the document analysis, an initial outline of the technical specifications is drawn
and documented in an attributable way. Such analysis offers a preliminary definition of the
architecture for future platform. It also identifies and introduces individual components
covering services that they offer, all the potential middleware they utilise, production
environment deployment approaches, and ultimately interaction and service provision
intentions.
Following the scenarios and use cases approach, some most important functional
requirements are obtained which then are formally elicited for the platform itself and its
underlying services. Such requirements capture initial presumptions of the users towards
future platform, which ideally shall be met in full and evaluated at later stages.
Following the component definition survey, which was introduced upon the project initiation
phase, we offered a comprehensive definition of each subsystem that are envisioned within
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xR4DRAMA architecture. This helps in defining the owners for each of the components and
addressing the specific technical specifications. The survey helped in detailing the concept of
each of the components, like the logical design, data handling capacity, the requirements
and the functionalities. This gives us a starting point in relation to the technical requirements
and how they are being met.
Furthermore, in order to get more information and address more specific questions with
respect to component-level requirements, a number of interviews has been performed in an
unstructured way with open-ended questionnaires. Such interviews have been performed
with tools and services owners. These interviews helped to complete the requirements
gathering exercise at this stage in the project.
A combination of these methods allowed the consortium to gather a variety of technical
requirements (TRs) for the platform that pertains a list of functional and non-functional,
macro- (generic) and micro- (specific) level requirements, as well as those related to the
platform as a whole and individual subsystems, components and their services.
Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that future re-evaluation and further elicitation on the
requirements will be required throughout the implementation of the project. Crucial
milestone though would be to perform such activities after initial platform evaluation
deemed to verify that incremental versions of xR4DRAMA platform meet expectations of the
end users and various stakeholders set in the requirements.
Throughout the project technical development, requirements determined within the
elicitation process shall serve as a handbook towards eventual evaluation, and the
developments of the platform and its components shall be governed by the mentioned
guidelines set in such handbook. This in turn can be achieved by isolating platform level
requirements (which include mostly architecture design specifications) and component level
requirements (simplistic functions of subsystems)7, and thus independent teams will be able
to set apart individual components and work on them.

2.4

Technical Requirements

The following section entails the technical requirements gathered from the initial user
requirements from the user partners. Each component then was associated with technical
requirements specific to itself (they are mentioned in Section 4 of this deliverable).
The table below shows the initial user requirements laid out by the partners.
Req-ID

Name

SYS-1

System dashboard and An application interface that allows for high-level operators to
admin interface
access the xR4DRAMA system from the control room

SYS-2

End-user interface

An HCI that allows end-users to easily communicate with the
system

SYS-3

Location ingest

Possibility to define a specific location

7

Description

https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/eelt/owl/Blue_Book/5_System_engineering.pdf
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SYS-4

Location-query

A functionality of the system that allows end-users to initiate a
query regarding a specific location in web- and cloud
services

SYS-5

Aggregation of query The capacity of the system to observe the query and aggregate
status and results
the identified content (e.g. videos, images, text) in an
organised manner (categories, clusters, order)

SYS-6

Immersive
representation

SYS-7

Initial
(Level
1) System is able to present available information in a spatial
situation awareness for view (Initial scene view)
control room staff
 Immersive

visual A functionality that visualises the location and additional
information to enhance situation awareness (e.g. VR, AR)

 Non-immersive
 PoV

Bird's Eye
SYS-8

Multilingual
generation

text The system will provide relevant information in the user's
language of choice.

SYS-9

Edit query results

Control room staff must be able to filter, cluster, annotate and
amend the query results

SYS-10

Add own data

Control room staff can add images, videos, models or scans to
improve data, or change certain data points that might not
have been available, e.g. availability of public parking

SYS-11

Control room staff is The capacity of the system to export any result or visualisation
able to send data or so that it can be used by any other designated user
tasks (assignments) to
other
users
(e.g.
Location Scout, First
responders)

SYS-12

Mobile application

SYS-13

Remote access to Level The capacity of the system to grant remote users (e.g. location
1 situation awareness scout) access to a Level 1 situation awareness representation
(partly or in total) via the mobile application

SYS-14

Information ingest

A functionality that allows the location scout to update
information about a specific location and to add videos,
images, text as well as data from other sensors

SYS-15

System updates

The system processes new input (e.g. from location scout/first
responders) and updates previous results and representations

SYS-16

Enhanced (Level 2) The updated data is used to create an enhanced version of the
situation awareness
scene containing all available relevant content and information

SYS-17

Export situation

An application that allows for operating the system in and
from the field

The capacity of the system to on-demand export visualisation
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awareness
representation
PUC1-12

(and other immersive representations).

Physiological parameters Physiological parameters of first responders in the field

PUC1-13

Stress level

detect by stress analysis the stress level in first responders affected
by flooding/involved in rescue operations

PUC1-14

Best routes

Possibility to define the best possible escape routes or the fastest
way to reach an intervention area

PUC2-01

Noise pollution

identification of possible sources like busy roads or highways, crowds
of people, factories, airports, railway stations, railway tracks

PUC2-02

Light Pollution

identification of possible sources like street lights, ads etc.

PUC2-03

Parking

availability of parking

PUC2-04

Necessity
of
filming
necessity of a permission for filming on the ground with a crew
permit on the ground

PUC2-05

Necessity
of
permit in the air

PUC2-06

General information on
textual information on specific sites/buildings in the area of interest
site/buildings

PUC2-07

solar altitude during the
simulation of the course of the sun during a day
day

PUC2-08

Power

availability and accessibility of power outlets

PUC2-09

Bathrooms

availability and accessibility of bathrooms

PUC2-10

Restaurants, Cafés etc.

list of/indication of available places to eat/drink

PUC2-11

Props&Gear

Possibility to put props/decoration/etc. in the environment

PUC2-12

Drone flights

Possibility to simulate various flights of different drone models in VR

PUC2-13

TravelAdvice

PUC2-14

Noise situation on site

and

filming type of permission for filming with drones, possible restrictions for
filming

Security

Information on the security situation in the designated country
the noise situation on site recorded by the location scout via a
Smartex device as mp3-file

Table 2: User requirements
Based on the user requirements shown above a set of general technical requirements were
created which are shown in the table below.

TR
No.

Technical Requirement

Related
Requirement

TR-01

Create a PC app to access the xR4DRAMA system

SYS-1, SYS-2

TR-02

Develop multiple apps for citizens, first responders
and other users
SYS-1, SYS-2

TR-03

Create projects with specific locations and display SYS-3, SYS-4, SYS-6, SYS-7,
them on VR and non-VR devices
SYS-11, SYS-12, SYS-13

TR-04

PC app should provide functionalities to filter, SYS-9
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cluster and annotate information
TR-05

Display the type of roads

G-01

TR-06

Display the shape and look of the buildings

G-02

TR-07

Display the purpose of the buildings

G-02, PUC-06

TR-08

Ability to know risks associated to a location

G-03

TR-09

Display the nearest transportation

G-04

TR-10

Display weather info of the location

G-06, PUC1-09, PUC1-10

TR-11

Display geographical surroundings

PUC1-01

TR-12

Display the manholes, electric and gas pipelines

PUC1-02

TR-13

Display safe areas

PUC1-03

TR-14

Display water flow velocity and water depth

PUC1-04

TR-15

Display flood risk level of the area

PUC1-05

TR-16

Display flood reports

PUC1-06

TR-17

Display flooded elements

PUC1-07

TR-18

Display river embankments overtopping or breaking PUC1-08

TR-19

Display radar meteo

TR-20

Display physiological parameters of the first
responders
PUC1-12

TR-21

Display stress level of the first responders

PUC1-13

TR-22

Find and Display best escape route possible

PUC1-14

TR-23

Display busy roads or highways nearby

PUC2-01

TR-24

Display sources of lights, e.g. street lights

PUC2-02

TR-25

Display the parking spaces available

PUC2-03

TR-26

Display filming permissions

PUC2-04, PUC2-05

TR-27

Simulate sun in the VR environment

PUC2-07

TR-28

Display possible power outlets

PUC2-08

TR-29

Display bathrooms nearby

PUC2-09

TR-30

Display places to eat nearby

PUC2-10

TR-31

Ability to put props in VR environment

PUC2-11

TR-32

Ability to simulate drone flights in the VR
environment
PUC2-12

TR-33

Display information about the security situation in
the country
PUC2-13

TR-34

Display noise situation in the area

PUC1-11

PUC2-14
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TR-35

TR-36

Start a collaborative environment with other users
with enhanced information and simulations
SYS-16, SYS-17
Ability to upload specific images and other
information at a particular geolocation in the VR
environment
SYS-10, SYS-14
Table 3: Technical Requirements
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3 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS

SPECIFICATIONS

AND

TECHNICAL

During development of the xR4DRAMA platform, the purpose of the platform for different
use cases and disciplines had to be defined in more detail. The situation awareness the
platform will provide to the journalists and first responders has to be comprehensive, fast
and needs to be updated on a regular basis with the latest information that is provided by
the various sensors and devices. The platform also needs to take data from multiple online
sources such as OpenStreetMap8. It also connects to the social media sources to acquire
knowledge about the discourses associated with the specific concerns.
The following block diagram provides an overview of the various sources and data the
platform brings together.

Figure 2: Sources of data
In this chapter, we will describe the preliminary design of the xR4DRAMA platform. The
current implementation plans for the platform brings together various cutting-edge
technologies and practices to be connected in a coherent manner that allows for
customisability of the platform and faster development and testing cycles. This also helps in
creating a robust platform which helps in a smoother experience for the end user.
8

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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3.1

Methodology for designing the architecture

To develop the architecture of xR4DRAMA platform, a bottom-up approach was taken into
practice which helped in designing a platform which is coherent and at the same time
decentralised allowing each technical partner to work independently towards a single goal
(fulfilling one or multiple technical requirements at the same time).
The approach consists of the following steps:
1. Technology definition survey: a questionnaire-based survey circulated within the
technology consortium partners that gathers their feedback in order to identify the
technologies that will be part of the platform. It inquires about their use and gives
feedback about their technical and system requirements, as well as their data
management aspects, internal architecture and other concerns.
2. Technology classification: once the technologies are identified and described clearly
in the preceding step they are classified according to technological and system
criteria that locate the “region” in the architecture relevant to each technology. As if
a puzzle piece is placed in the general area where it belongs, other pieces and service
combinations were also examined.
3. Pipeline definitions: For each one of the technology classification aspects, an
implementation pipeline was developed fulfilling a specific task or a set of tasks
identified in the technical requirements.
4. Communication Model: Once the pipelines were defined, a communication model
was proposed to establish the communication between the pipeline components,
independently of the rest of the platform, and the connection with the central API (to
store/access data) and the end user devices.
5. Architecture design: the final step of this methodology consists of a consolidation of
the architecture design obtained in previous steps, first by revisiting the
requirements and making sure that critical requirements were met, and important
functionalities were streamlined. In addition, flexibility in the design was introduced
by allowing the architecture to evolve iteratively, and morph into paradigm that will
meet the project objectives.

3.2

Key technology identification

The conducted surveys revealed the main components of the platform which perform
specific tasks that help in the performing the functionalities of the platform.
Services/components were defined as black boxes with specific input/output interfaces, and
constraints regarding their processing times and overall behaviour.
The following components were defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Web data collection/crawlers
Space sensing components
Physiological and environmental data acquisition components
Sensor data analysis
Audio Based stress level detection component
Visual Analysis component
Audio and Text analysis components
Space modelling component
Decision support system component
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10. Text generation module
11. Semantic integration
12. AR Application and Scene understanding
13. VR collaborative tool
14. Authoring tool
15. Smartphone application
16. Monitoring tool
The components above were furthermore divided into 4 categories based on the type of
work and manipulation of data done by each of them. The categorisation was described
thoroughly in D5.1 [2]. For overview the categorisation is as follows:
1. Data Acquisition Modules
a. Web data collection/crawlers
b. Space sensing components
c. Physiological and environmental data acquisition components
2. Data Analysis and Processing Modules
a. Sensor data analysis
b. Audio Based stress level detection component
c. Visual Analysis component
d. Audio and Text analysis components
e. Space modelling component
3. Data Linking and understanding modules
a. Decision support system component
b. Text generation module
c. Semantic integration
d. Scene Understanding
e. GIS
4. Data storage modules
a. Data Storage
5. Data Visualisation modules
a. AR Application
b. VR collaborative tool
c. Authoring tool
d. Smartphone application
e. Monitoring tool
Each of the components is described in more detail in Section 4 of this deliverable.

3.3

Pipelines for architecture implementation

Following the classification and categorisation of each of the component and module in the
system, pipelines were developed which is a set of components that run together to
implement a particular task in the project and produce relevant outputs for the use cases.
The following pipelines were defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Real time sensors pipeline
Project creation pipeline
Data Generation pipeline
3D models pipeline
Text Analysis pipeline
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Now, we will describe each of the pipelines in more detail
3.3.1 Real time sensors pipeline
This pipeline addresses the input of real time data from the sensors such as physiological
sensors, environmental sensors and other remote sensors during a flood rescue by first
responders or during a live telecast from a journalist. The pipeline is the only pipeline which
produces sequential data that needs to be fused and analysed in near real time to be shown
in the front end tools. The following diagram showcases the flow of the real time sensors
pipeline:

Figure 3: Real time sensors pipeline
The numbering in the diagram shows the sequence of events in the pipeline. The numbering
is as follows:
1. This represents that the data is sent from the sensors to the mobile app via a Bluetooth
connection. The sensors are placed on the body or vicinity of first responders and journalists.
1* This represents that the AR device is also used by the first responders and the journalist
to allow in getting the location of the user and other relevant data
2. This represents that the data is sent from the Mobile App to the sensor data warehouse
where all the data is connected to be analysed. The mobile app connects via internet
connection to the warehouse.
2* This represents the data from the AR Tool being saved in the backend storage and GIS
server for analysis
3. The data from the warehouse is ingested by the stress analysis components for analysis on
the state of the first responder and the journalist.
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4. The analysed data is sent out for fusion so that it can be displayed in the visualisation
component.
5. The data is sent to the backend API to be forwarded to the Visualisation component
6. The Authoring tool ingests the analysed and fused data and show it to the user in the
control room.
The pipeline helps the user in the control room to see the stress level of the first responder
and the on ground journalists and other personnel.
3.3.2 Project Creation pipeline
The project creation pipeline works as the starting point for the platform. A user can sign in
and create a project using this pipeline. The following diagram shows the flow of the
pipeline:

Figure 4: Project creation pipeline
The numbering in the diagram shows the sequence of events in the pipeline. The numbering
is as follows:
1. The user creates a project using the authoring tool and defines the location of the project
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2. The data is sent to the Data warehouse and the GIS server so that information can be
stored and other pipelines can start gathering information about the location and the
project.
3.3.3 Data Generation pipeline
The data generation pipeline ingests the data from the crawlers and other sources into the
decision making and text generation components to create human understandable data
which is linked in the Knowledge base and sent to the data storage and the visualisation
modules for the end users to use and reuse the knowledge generated.

Figure 5: Data generation pipeline

3.3.4 3D Models pipeline
This pipeline works is user triggered pipeline to generate 3D models from data captured by
various cameras mounted on drones as well as hand-held cameras. This helps in layering the
status of the area of a project on top of the data captured from the online map sources. The
pipeline includes the Space sensors to capture the location which is then analysed a 3D
reconstruction is done. The data is finally saved in the platform’s data storage and can be
displayed in the 3 major visualisation tools by the different users.
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Figure 6: 3D models pipeline
3.3.5 Text Analysis Pipeline
The text analysis pipeline is automatically triggered when a new project is created or a new
request for data is done by the user. The pipeline ingests the keywords and the location of
the projects. Following this, the web and social media crawlers ingest huge amount of data
from online sources about the keywords and the location. This is analysed by the text
analysis component and the relevant text information is saved in the platform’s data storage
which allows the Authoring tool to access to show this data to the control operator or a
media producer.
The figure below showcases the pipeline and the components involved.
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Figure 7: Text analysis pipeline

3.4

Architecture and communication design of the platform’s first version

The various pipelines and the functions they fulfil and the relations between the various
components help us in getting an overview of how to define the first version of the platform.
The resulting architecture design is shown in the following diagram.
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Figure 8: xR4DRAMA architecture design
The architecture is divided into 8 different aspects for better understanding. The
architecture above also allows each technical partner to have a clear idea about the location
of the component in the system and a basic use of each of the component. This allows us to
run the entire system even if a single component might be compromised giving us more
stability.
The components in Orange are the major points of failure which have to be kept in mind
during the development and the testing phase of the platform. The stability of these
components will be the topmost priority during the development and testing phase.
The components in blue are the visualisation components and the connection of the
platform with the users, therefore a specific need for easy-to-use interface is required in
these particular components.
The communication between the components happens using REST API protocol to provide
stability and ease of development, as each component can expose specific end points as
needed by the other components. The communication is described in more detail in the next
section.

3.5

Platform Data Model and communication

The platform’s data model was based on the principle of distributed data storage. The raw
data collected from various sources are saved in the respective components which ingest the
data for analysis. This allows in development of the central data warehouse where only
relevant information is saved such as user information, project information and analysed or
reconstructed data. In this section, we will discuss the data warehouse where the
information is saved and the communication between the components.
The diagram below shows the data model of the data warehouse:
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Figure 9: Platform data model and communication
Each user is allowed to create a project or multiple projects. The users can sign up with their
username and password along with the email in the later stages. To create a project, the
user will have to provide it a name, description, and location. The data warehouse also
supports the user to add other additional users to the project assigning different roles. This
allows the various pipelines to work once a project is created. The text analysis pipeline will
collect the social media data to analyse and save the analysed data to the data warehouse.
The users can also add more info using the geotagged data from the geoserver as well as the
3D models using drones/smartphone cameras, the interface for this would be included in the
Authoring tool. The data warehouse will also store the user’s configuration to the project,
including the configurations made on the collaborative VR environment with various
artefacts and scenes created to produce situation awareness.
The data schema of the data storage is shown below in JSON format:
project_create{
name*

string
maxLength: 255

description*

string

location_nw*

geolocation_details{...}

location_se*

geolocation_details{...}

start_date

string($date)
nullable: true

end_date

string($date)
nullable: true
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}

project_details_full{
id

integer($int64)
minimum: 0
readOnly: true

name

string
maxLength: 255

description

string

owner

user_details_short{...}

users

[...]

location_nw

geolocation_details{...}

location_se

geolocation_details{...}

start_date

string($date)
nullable: true

end_date

string($date)
nullable: true

}

project_details_short{
id

integer($int64)
minimum: 0
readOnly: true

name

string
maxLength: 255
readOnly: true

owner

user_details_short{...}

user_count

integer($int64)
minimum: 0
readOnly: true

start_date

string($date)
nullable: true
readOnly: true

end_date

string($date)
nullable: true
readOnly: true

}

user_create{
email*

string($email)
maxLength: 255

username*

string
maxLength: 255

password*

string

}

user_details_full{
id

integer($int64)
minimum: 0
readOnly: true
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email

string($email)
maxLength: 255
readOnly: true

username

string
maxLength: 255
readOnly: true

}

user_details_short{
id

integer($int64)
minimum: 0

email

string($email)
maxLength: 255

username

string
maxLength: 255

}

geolocation_details{
latitude*

number($double)
nullable: true
maximum: 90
minimum: -90

longitude*

number($double)
nullable: true
maximum: 180
minimum: -180

}

3.5.1 Communication model
The platform’s communication model is based on communication using REST API9. Each of
the components has defined specific end points which other components can call to perform
specific tasks by the component. REST APIs allow scalability, flexibility, portability and
independence to the system architecture.
A document was created to capture the end points exposed by each of the component of
the system. This helped in finalising the functionality of each of the component. The figure
below shows the columns for the table of capturing the end points.
POST/GET/DELETE
Endpoint Name etc.

Parameter
Name

Parameter
description

Content Type Response
(JSON etc..)
Codes

Response
description

Deadline Comment

3.5.2 Backend REST API Module
The Rest API module helps in connecting the visualisation components of the system to the
data storage, GIS and other relevant components. The majority of the system components
connect to the data storage using this module. Therefore, a scalable and lightweight service
9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer
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was designed for this purpose. The REST API module is located on top of the data storage
and in the same server.
The technical partners can access the REST API access end points using the swagger. The
current version of the REST API includes the following end points:











Users/Self-register: registering of a user by themselves
Users/me: Login to the system
Users/search: Search for users using the username
Projects/: Get all projects
Projects/: Push a new project
Projects/{projectID}: Get information about a project using projectID
Projects/{projectID}: Delete a project
Projects/{projectID}/users: Get all users associated with the project
Projects/{projectID}/users/{userID}: Get all projects associated with the userID
Projects/{projectID}/leave: Leave a project

The following figure shows the current swagger.
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Figure 10: xR4DRAMA Swagger documentation
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4 REQUIREMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS AND FUNCTIONALITIES FOR
EACH XR4DRAMA COMPONENT
4.1

Data acquisition from Web and Social Media (CERTH)

4.1.1 Functionalities
xR4DRAMA data acquisition module is a fully-fledged solution that is capable of collecting
multiple heterogeneous Web and social media resources and providing them to the project’s
platform. The target resources are traditional websites, social media platforms and open
repositories that expose access using an application programming interface (API). Several
techniques (e.g. crawling, search, reading from streams) are implemented in order to
accommodate for the plethora of multimedia types that exists online. For facilitating the
integration process and simplifying the communication with the rest of the technical
components, the retrieved information is stored in a database using a unified representation
format. A REST API is developed on top of this database to grant access to its contents.
4.1.2 Related technical requirements

TR No.

Technical
Requirement

Related
components

TR_DC_1

Using a set of URLs Web crawling
as web entry points,
collect
all
the
hyperlinked URLs, up
to a predefined
depth.

TR_DC_2

Extracting content Web scraping
from web pages

TR_DC_3

Extracting
from PDFs

TR_DC_4

Search and collect Web & social media
web
resources search
relevant
to
a
keyword

TR_DC_5

Search and collect Web & social media
social media posts search
relevant
to
a
keyword or a user
account.

TR_DC_6

Streaming
social Streaming
media posts in realtime

content Web scraping
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TR_DC_7

Covert
the Parsing & Storage
heterogeneous web
and social media
resources into a
unified
format
(SIMMO)

TR_DC_8

Store
SIMMO Parsing & Storage
objects inside a
MongoDB database

TR_DC_9

Retrieve
records Retrieval API
from SIMMO DB
using an online
interface
Table 4: Technical requirements for data acquisition from web and social media

4.1.3 Operating requirements
Minimum hardware requirements
Operating system: Windows 10
RAM: 8GB
Disk space: 100GB
Continuous internet connection
Minimum software requirements
JAVA 8
MongoDB 4.4
4.1.4 Logical design
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Figure 11: The data acquisition module workflows
4.1.5 Internal components
The data collection process is performed in 4 phases: a) requirements definition, b) resource
discovery, c) content extraction, d) storage & integration. The functions of the acquisition
module execute the last 3 phases of the process as the first one is a manual step
determining the input in the form of URL addresses or keywords forming textual queries. For
each one of the last 3 phases, different mechanisms may be applied according to the use
case.
The internal components that compose the data acquisition module and associate with an
explicit functionality are the following:







Web Crawling: This is the component that, using URLs as entry points, discovers new
Web resources by iteratively traversing the existing hyperlinks (up to a predefined
depth).
Web Scraping: This is the component that extracts the meaningful content out of a
specified webpage or PDF, disregarding noise elements such as advertisements or
navigation bars.
Web & social media search: It acts on top of search engines provided by websites and
social media in order to discover resources related to input textual queries.
Stream reader: This component finds new resources by reading stream data in realtime based on a specific set of filter rules.
Parsing and storage: Its role is to process the diverse resources that are retrieved in
different formats and convert them into a common representation. Afterwards, this
module sends the resulting objects for storage into a MongoDB database.
Retrieval API: This is the Web interface that encapsulates the internal MongoDB
operations and enables every technical component of xR4DRAMA to easily access the
results of the data acquisition module.

4.1.6 Internal data model
The base data model that will be used for the results of the data acquisition module is the
SIMMO ( https://github.com/MKLab-ITI/simmo ) one. Adaptations and enhancements will
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be performed to SIMMO in order to cater to the specialised requirements of xR4DRAMA
(they will be reported in the respective WP2 deliverables, D2.2 and D2.5).
The entities and the associations of the base SIMMO data model are shown in the figure
below:

Figure 12: SIMMO data model

4.2

Space sensing component (U2M)

The main goal of this service is to
i.
ii.

acquire the relevant satellite data and pre-process them for 3D modelling from
satellite images;
store and handle the drone images provided by the users.

The spatial resolution of the terrain and its dimensions (2.5D, or 3D) will be determined by
the availability of the satellite data, either images, or even pre-processed digital elevation
model (DEM), and it will range from 0.5 m to 10 m.
4.2.1 Functionalities
-

-

Create / delete / retrieve scan requests for a specific project in a specific geographic
area. The scan request can contain the amount of satellite images that will be
acquired. The images will be evenly distributed in the given time duration.
Fetch the raster images from the Sentinel Hub service.
Provide the availability of raster in each time period for the users, among the quality
of those raster.
Return the selected raster for download.
Publish the raster on the GeoServer, in order to be acquired with WMS links (which
are also provided).
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-

Searches if there is already acquired raster with the given characteristics (such as
geographic location and time period).

4.2.2 Related technical requirements
TR No.

Technical
Requirement

TR_SS_01

Create / delete / REST API
retrieve scan requests

SYS-6, SYS-7

TR_SS_02

Fetch
the
images

SYS-6, SYS-7

TR_SS_03

Provide the raster to REST API
the user

TR_SS_04

Related
components

raster

User Requirement

SYS-6, SYS-7

Publish the raster on Geoserver
SYS-6, SYS-7
the GeoServer
Table 5: Technical requirements for space sensing component

4.2.3 Operating requirements
CPU (v)

4

RAM (GB)

4

GPU

-

Storage
(GB)

500

OS

Ubuntu focal 20.04 amd64
server
Table 6: Operating requirements
4.2.4 Logical design
The satellite data retrieval is given by the graph in Figure 13. A scan request came to the
Service API where it gets authenticate and authorised. The request is stored in the database
and a job for downloading the raster is dispatched to a Redis queue. The ScanClient reads
from that queue and downloads the raster from the sentinel hub service. Those raster data
are stored in the local storage, and in the database. They are also published in the GeoServer
to be accessed through WMS protocol. The user can access those raster data either from the
Service API, using the scan raster id, or from the GeoServer following the WMS protocol.
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Figure 13: An overview graph of the components and the flow of data for retrieving satellite
data.
4.2.5 Internal components









The Service API which is a FastAPI application that handles the scan requests and is
wrapped by a uvicorn webserver in order to enable SSL.
o FastAPI “is a modern, fast (high-performance), web framework for building
APIs with Python 3.6+ based on standard Python type hints”10.
o Uvicorn “is a lightning-fast ASGI server implementation, using uvloop and
httptools”11.
PostGIS database for storing the stateful scan requests and the created data. PostGIS
is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL object-relational database to perform
CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) operations on GIS data. It adds support for
geographic objects storing them as vectors, e.g. for geometry information, and as
raster, and allowing location queries (spatial functions) to be run in SQL8. The spatial
data types are points, lines (2 points), multi-lines (more than 2 points), and polygons
(where the start and the end points are the same).
Redis as a message broker and for queuing.
o Redis “is an open source (BSD licensed), in-memory data structure store, used
as a database, cache, and message broker”12.
GeoServer in order to provide the raster with the WMS protocol.
o GeoServer is “an open-source server for sharing geospatial data”13.
ScanClient responsible to communicate with the Sentinel’s API.
The Local storage for keeping the raster.

4.2.6 Internal data model
The metadata of the requests are stored in the database as:



Projects: this info is takes from the geoservice which is responsible for the projects
management.
Scan Requests: Contains the bounding box of the area that was asked, the requestID
and its status. Also, contains other information like how many raster data to be
fetched, and in which time span.

10

https://fastapi.tiangolo.com/

11

https://www.uvicorn.org/
https://redis.io/

12
13

http://geoserver.org/
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Raster: The meta data of raster from a scan request like the stored path and
timestamps.

The raster data are stored in the Local storage in GeoTiff format.

4.3

Physiological and environmental data acquisition module (Smartex)

In this paragraph will be described the wearable and portable equipment that will be used to
acquire physiological and environmental data.
The physiological data acquisition module will be implemented using a wearable system for
monitoring physiological parameters and it will be integrated in the xR4DRAMA platform.
Instead, concerning the environmental data acquisition module we considered two related
equipment:
A. to record the sound locally during the data collection phase carried out by the
location scouts for the Media Production Planning scenario
B. to evaluate physical vulnerability associated with people affected by flooding for the
Disaster Management scenario
This equipment will be tested at laboratory level in order
A. to evaluate that quality of data in order to extract local noise pollution information
and if it will be the possibility to make a sounds reconstruction in VR environment.
B. to calibrate and test the functionalities of the mock-up as a proof of concept.
4.3.1 Functionalities
Physiological data acquisition module
The wearable system is able to acquire electrocardiogram signal (ECG), Breathing Rate (BR),
the movements of the trunk and the posture. All of this data will be collected and processed
with the aim to monitor the stress level of first responders in the field.
Environmental data acquisition module
A. The equipment is a portable audio recorder, available in the market, which can
handle sound pressure input up to 120 dB SPL and can record 360° audio in every
direction, including above and below, at high resolutions up to 24-bit/96kHz.
B. This equipment is based on the detection of the hydrostatic pressure in order to
better understand the correlation between stability of people/stress and flood
hydrodynamic parameters.
4.3.2 Related technical requirements
Physiological data acquisition module
The wearable system is able to recorder data on board, to process and to send data via
Bluetooth ® 2.1. Moreover, for the integration in x4Drama platform the libraries have been
developed in C# using .NET framework 3.5.
Environmental data acquisition module
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A. The audio recorder stores data on an SD card up to 512GB. Data will be collected and
elaborated at level of control room.
B. The equipment is designed to transmit data via Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy (BLE). Data
will be collected and elaborated at the laboratory level.
TR No.

Technical
Requirement

TR_PS_01

Record
board

TR_PS_02

Process and send Smartphone
data
using application
Bluetooth

PUC1-12, PUC1-13

TR_ES_01

Record audio data

PUC1-12, PUC1-13

data

Related
components
on

User Requirement
PUC1-12, PUC1-13

TR_ES_02

Send audio data Smartphone PUC1-12, PUC1-13
over Bluetooth
application
Table 7: Technical requirements for the physiological and environmental data acquisition
module

4.3.3 Operating requirements
Physiological data acquisition module



Smart vest: ECG textile sensors have to be in contact with the skin;
RUSA device
Power management
Battery

Lithium-polymer, 660 mAh

Battery charging

Through USB

Storage capability
Memory

Micro-SD card, 2 GB, able to record more than
90 hours

Autonomy
Autonomy while recording

Up to 8 hours

Autonomy while streaming

More than 8 hours

Stand-by time

More than 10 days

Temperature
Operating

0 to 50°C

Storage

-20 to 50°C

Humidity

Operational up to 95% non-condensing
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Device
Dimensions

53 mm x 57 mm x 15 mm

Weight

50 g

Environmental data acquisition module
A. Portable Audio Recorder
Recording media

Cards compatible with miicroSD/microSDHC/
microSDXC specifications

Recording formats

Ambisonics A, Ambisonics B (FuMa/AmbiX)
WAV 4ch poly (supports BWF and iXML):
44.1 kHz/16-bit, 44.1 kHz/24-bit, 48 kHz/16-bit, 48 kHz/24-bit, 96
kHz/16-bit, 96 kHz/24-bit
Stereo
WAV stereo (supports BWF and iXML):
44.1 kHz/16-bit, 44.1 kHz/24-bit, 48 kHz/16-bit, 48 kHz/24-bit, 96
kHz/16-bit, 96 kHz/24-bit
Binaural
WAV stereo (supports BWF and iXML):
44.1 kHz/16-bit, 44.1 kHz/24-bit, 48 kHz/16-bit, 48 kHz/24-bit

Built-in Ambisonic mic

4 matched unidirectional condenser mics
Maximum sound pressure input: 120 dB SPL
Mic gain: +18 – +48 dB

Power

2 AA batteries (alkaline, lithium, or rechargeable NiMH)
AC adapter (ZOOM AD-17): DC 5V/1A (supports USB bus power)

Estimated continuous recording time
using batteries

48 kHz/24-bit, FuMa Rec Mode
Alkaline batteries: about 11.5 hours
NiMH batteries (1900 mAh): about 11.5 hours
Lithium batteries: about 24 hours

External dimensions

76 mm (W) × 78 mm (D) × 123 mm (H)

Weight (main unit only)

120 g

B. The equipment has to be waterproof as the first responders operate into the water.
The hydrostatic pressure range is spanning from 0 to 1 psig (pound-force per square
inch gauge).
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4.3.4 Internal components
Physiological data acquisition module
The wearable system is a garment (or smart vest) in which are integrated ECG textile
electrodes and a textile sensor that is able to detect respiratory movements at the thorax
level. The sensing area is connected to an electronic device (RUSA device) for the acquisition,
processing and transmission of the signals. In the portable device are also integrated
Accelerometers, Gyro and IMUs sensors. The wireless transmission is achieved by Bluetooth
module, that is the WT12, a standard Bluetooth 2.1 module produced by Bluegiga
Technologies.
Environmental data acquisition module
A. The sounds recorder has equipped of an ambisonic microphone that is comprised of
four unidirectional condenser microphone capsules with aim to record a three
dimensional sound with natural depth and width.
B. The mock-ups are equipped of 2 pressure sensors embedded in an ergonomic box
and connected to an electronic board that transmits data via Bluetooth 4.0 Low
Energy (BLE)

4.4

Sensor Data Analysis (CERTH)

4.4.1 Functionalities
This component is responsible for the process and analysis of physiological data derived
from the smart vest, aiming to predict stress. The smart vests will be utilised in the disaster
management scenario, in order to monitor the stress levels of users involved. Depending on
the amount of data, the prediction of stress levels will be done with the use of deep learning
methods (if there is an adequate amount of physiological signals) or else, using machine
learning techniques.
4.4.2 Related technical requirements

TR No.

Technical
Requirement

Related
components

TR_SD_1

Draw
(streaming) Mobile app
physiological
data
from the database

TR_SD_2

Process
physiological
data

TR_SD_3

Report user’s stress Sensor Data Analysis
level on certain time
points

TR_SD_4

Store the results of Sensor Data Analysis
the stress level
analysis
in
a
MongoDB

the Sensor Data Analysis
raw
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Table 8: Technical requirements for sensor data analysis
4.4.3 Operating requirements
This component will employ the smart vest provided by Smartex, which will export the
physiological signals. There will also be a mobile app that draws data from the smart vest
and stores them in a database. The process and analysis of the physiological signals will be
done with the use of Python programming language. The operating System is Windows 10.
4.4.4 Logical design

Draw
data
from
DB

Process
Data

Train
model

Predict
Stress
Level

Send
result
to a DB

Figure 14: Sensor data analysis logical design
4.4.5 Internal components
The sensor data analysis consists of the following sub-components, which depend on the
type of analysis that will be followed. In case of the application of machine learning
algorithms, the pipeline will be: a) data filtering: this process removes noise from the time
series data. b) feature extraction: new features are calculated from the original data c)
model training: this step trains some prediction algorithms on a chosen set of data, to define
the best performing model that will then be used in the (near) real-time scenario, to monitor
the users’ stress and d) predict stress level (near) real time. In case of a deep learning
approach, there is no need to extract features. Thus the pipeline will include the following
steps: a) process data, b) train model, c) predict stress level (near) real time.
4.4.6 Internal data model
The sensor data analysis module will store the following features (or variables) in a database:





4.5

Timestamp
User/row id
(Predicted) Stress level
Predicted class probabilities (optional)

Audio based stress level detection component (UPF)
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4.5.1 Functionalities
The audio based stress level detection component produces an estimation of a person’s level
of stress based on an audio recording of their voice. It can be applied to First Responders in
the field (based on radio communication or other speech recordings) or to incoming phone
calls (or voice messages) from citizens to the emergency service’s phone lines.
4.5.2 Related technical requirements
TR No.

Technical
Requirement

Related
components

TR_AS_01

Receive audio inputs Smartphone
from various sources application

PUC1-12, PUC1-13

TR_AS_02

Perform
analysis
audio

PUC1-12, PUC1-13

stress on the

Related
Requirement

User

TR_AS_03

Combine
stress Physiological sensors PUC1-12, PUC1-13
analysis and sensor
data
Table 9: Technical requirements for the audio-based stress level detection

4.5.3 Operating requirements
The component needs to be executed as a Linux-based Docker container and is accessible as
a REST-like service.
4.5.4 Logical design
The stress detection module consists of a stateless REST-like stress estimation module that
receives audio and returns a numerical stress estimation.
4.5.5 Internal components
The stress detection module is presented as a single component that applies any required
pre-processing, feature extraction and classification as needed to produce the stress
estimation.
4.5.6 Internal data model
Data is not persisted internally to the audio based stress detection module. Audio needs to
be provided by an external component and results are processed and stored as needed by
the stress fusion component.

4.6

Visual analysis component (CERTH)

4.6.1 Functionalities
The xR4DRAMA visual analysis component analyses images and videos using modern
techniques for Shot Boundary Detection, Scene Recognition and Semantic Segmentation to
extract information about the type of the depicted area, localise elements and objects that
exist in the scene and detect possible emergency situation, like flood or fire. Another
functionality of this component is the estimation of water level from the analysis of videos
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from static surveillance cameras installed next to the river. We also exploit Photorealistic
Style Transfer techniques to achieve more accurate results from object detection and
localisation algorithms. The extracted information is saved in the Knowledge Base.
Moreover, the visual analysis results assist the 3D reconstruction from videos providing
information about the video shots, binary masks and blurring localised elements like
humans, cars and car-licence plates in the video frames. The communication with the other
xR4DRAMA components is achieved via a REST API.
4.6.2 Related technical requirements
TR No.

Technical
Requirement

TR_VA_1

Split
video
different scenes

TR_VA_2

Extraction of type of Scene
area or building (SR)
depicted
in
an
analysed scene

TR_VA_3

Localisation
buildings
objects

TR_VA_4

Detection of an Scene
emergency situation (SR)
(e.g., flood or fire)

TR_VA_5

Detection of people Building and Object
or vehicles in danger Localisation (BOL),
Photorealistic Style
Transfer (PST)

TR_VA_6

Related
components
to Shot Detection (SD)

Related
Requirement

User

G-01, G-02, G-03, G04, PUC2-01, PUC202, PUC1-07, PUC109,

Recognition G-01, G-02, G-03, G04, PUC2-01, PUC202

of Building and Object
and Localisation (BOL),
Photorealistic Style
Transfer (PST)
Recognition PUC1-07, PUC1-09

Detection of river Visual River Sensing PUC1-08
embankment's
(VRS)
overtopping
Table 10: Technical requirements for visual analysis component

4.6.3 Operating requirements
Minimum hardware requirements
Operating System: Windows 7 or later (64-bit) / Ubuntu 16.04 or later (64-bit)
CPU: with a minimum of 4 cores, at 2.6GHz
RAM: 16GB
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Disk Space: 50GB
NVIDIA GPU with at least of 6GB VRAM
Minimum software requirements
Python >= 3.6
Anaconda
CUDA 9 or 10
Tensorflow-gpu>=1.14, keras-gpu>=2, pytorch, pytorchvision, caffe, opencv, flask,
MongoDB
4.6.4 Logical design
A diagram that illustrates the logical design of the visual analysis components and the
connection of its submodules is provided below.

Figure 15: (a) Logical design of the xR4DRAMA visual analysis component from images and
videos. (b) Logical design of the xR4DRAMA Visual River Sensing module.
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4.6.5 Internal components
The xR4DRAMA’s visual analysis component consists of 5 submodules. For the analysis of
images there are 3 phases of analysis: a) Scene Recognition, b) Photorealistic Style Transfer
and c) Building and Object Localisation. In the case of videos, there as 4 phases of analysis: a)
Shot Detection, b) Scene Recognition, c) Photorealistic Style Transfer and d) Building and
Object Localisation. There is also one special case, the analysis of videos from static
surveillance cameras installed next to the river, where only Visual River Sensing component
is used.
Shot Detection (SD): For every input video we perform video shot boundary detection, in
order to find the frames where the scene changes. The algorithm deployed outputs the start
and end frame of each detected video shot. This step makes the analysis that follows faster,
as it is enough to analyse just a small number of frames of each video shot.
Scene Recognition (SR): This submodule uses deep learning techniques for the classification
of the scenes depicted in the images or video shots that we analyse. For each image or video
frame that is analysed we extract a scene category and the corresponding confidence level.
In addition, scene recognition module characterises the scene as “indoors” or “outdoors”.
The scene categories consist of different types of areas and buildings that have been chosen
by the users. Moreover, this submodule detects possible emergency situation, like flood or
fire, in the analysed scene.
Photorealistic Style Transfer (PST): This submodule has as goal to enhance the quality of
the input images or video frames. It aims to make the content image look like as it is in
different lighting, time of day or weather and passes its output to building and object
localisation. The purpose of this module is to achieve localisation predictions that are more
accurate. The photorealistic style transfer module needs also as input a reference preselected style image, which is applied on the scene without deforming the details of the
content image.
Building and Object Localisation (BOL): This submodule localises buildings and objects that
exist in the analysed images or video frames using proper semantic segmentation
techniques. In order to achieve better semantic segmentation results, this submodule
analyses the images and video frames on which we have applied photorealistic style
transfer. The output of the semantic segmentation module consists of the segmentation
masks and the list of the localised buildings and objects along with the corresponding
confidence levels. The categories of elements and objects to be supported have been chosen
by the users.
Visual River Sensing (VRS): The aim of this submodule is to perform visual analysis on videos
from static surveillance cameras installed next to the river, in order to estimate the water
level and provide information about whether a threshold is exceeded.
4.6.6 Internal data model
For every analysed input, which is characterised by its SIMMO id and the entity type, the
extracted information corresponds to the fields presented in the figure below.
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Figure 16: Internal data model of the xR4DRAMA visual analysis component
Below, we provide a brief description of each field of the extracted information.
- simmoid: the unique id of the input multimedia file
- entity: “video”, “image” or “twitter_post”
- shotInfo: a list that contains the extracted information for every detected shot in the video
(in video case only)
- shotIdx: video shot id – starts from 0 (in video case only)
- startFrame: start frame of video shot (in video case only)
- endFrame: end frame of video shot (in video case only)
- outdoor: this field is “true” if the analysed scene is characterised as “outdoors” and
“false” otherwise
- area: the type of area recognised in the analysed scene (e.g., village, downtown)
- areaProb: the confidence level of the type of area that was recognised
- emergencyType: “flood”, “fire” or “none”
- emergencyProb: contains the confidence level of the detected emergency type
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- frameInfo: a list that contains the extracted information for every analysed video
frame (in case of video only)
- frameNum: the number of the analysed video frame (in video case only)
- objectsFound: list of the localised objects in the analysed scenes
- type: the object/element type (e.g., building, car, human, water)
- probability: the confidence level that corresponds to the localised
objects/elements
- peopleInDanger: contains the number of people in danger
- vehiclesInDanger: contains the number of vehicles in danger
- riverOvertop: this field is “true” if the algorithm detected river overtopping
and “false” otherwise
- maskUrl: contains the url to download the segmentation mask of a specific
analyzed frame or image
- procFrameUrl: contains the url to download the processed frame to be used
for the 3D reconstruction

4.7

Audio and textual analysis (UPF)

4.7.1 Functionalities
The audio and textual analysis component serves to extract and structure relevant
information from audio-based (speech) and written textual content. In the case of audiobased content the speech is first converted into written text and then processed by the
textual analysis component.
4.7.2 Related technical requirements
Audio recordings as well as written documents need to be provided by external components
(e.g. the crawler or a plug-in to the phone system used for emergency calls).
TR No.

Technical
Requirement

TR_TA_01

Analyse
text Data
collected from web acquisition
and social media
module

TR_AA_01

Related
components

User Requirement
SYS-14, PUC2-01

Analyse audio input Sensors and SYS-14, PUC2-01
for information
emergency
calls
Table 11: Technical requirements for the audio and textual analysis

4.7.3 Operating requirements
The component needs to be executed as a stack of Linux-based Docker containers (using and
orchestrator such as Swarm or Kubernetes) and is accessible as a set of REST-like services.
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4.7.4 Logical design
The audio and textual analysis components at its core function as stateless services that
receive an audio recording and return the corresponding transcription, or receive written
text and return a data structure containing the relevant extracted information in an
organised manner.
On top of that there is an additional layer to facilitate integrate within the xR4DRAMA
platform that handles retrieval of data from the crawler’s databases, queuing of incoming
data to manage processing capacity, as well as storage of raw data and analysis in internal
and platform-wide databases.
4.7.5 Internal components
The audio and textual analysis component has two main parts:
-

an automatic speech recognition (ASR) component to convert audio recordings of
spoken language into written text, and
a text analysis module that extracts and structures information from written text

The former is a single component (based on deep learning) whereas the latter is divided into
several sub-components, some of which run as part of the main text analysis core (which
also exposes the functionality as a web service) and others that run as independent
microservices that are used by the core component.
4.7.6 Internal data model
While the core of the audio and textual analysis module is stateless, receiving audio or
written text as an input and returning analysis results without any persistent storage, the
added integration layer stores raw incoming data (for managing the processing queue as
well as for debugging) as well as the analysis results in databases. The incoming raw data is
expected to be stored only as needed in internal databases, whereas the analysis results will
go to a platform-wide database or knowledge base in order to be combined with other
information sources and provided to the users as required.

4.8

Space modelling component (U2M)

The scope of this component is to exploit visual data from UAVs, digital archives and web
resources, and satellite remote sensing to generate 3D models of urban and country areas.
4.8.1 Functionalities
Basic functionalities







creating a 3D reconstruction using given images or video
Simplification
Fusion with other modalities
Satellite images and available DEM will be used to rapidly extract the landscape for
the xR modules of the authoring platform. The initial rough terrain will be fused with
the 3D data produced from in-situ images from drones; the processing and the data
fusion of 3D data consist of mutual registration, mesh model creation and photo
texturing of the models via the available image and satellite data. All terrain/ 3D
models will be geo-referenced
Connect to Visual Analysis Component
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Description

Endpoint

Name

Returns the details of the requested app. /apps/details
The app is authenticated throught its
API_KEY

App Details

Creates a new job for 3d recontruction. In /jobs
the response exists the id for future look up.

New Job

Returns all the jobs that have been created /jobs
by the requested App

Indexes Jobs

Return job details

Job Details

/jobs/{job_id}

Creates a simplification job. It targets an /jobs/{job_id}/si
existed, completed job. It will simplify the mplify
obj to the requested number of vertices.

Job Simplification

If the job is completed, it responses with a /jobs/{job_id}/do
zip file that contains the object and the wnload
textures

Job Download

If the job is completed, it responses with the /jobs/{job_id}/do Job Download
generated .obj file
wnload/object
Table 12: Functionalities overview Space modelling component
4.8.2 Related technical requirements
TR NO.

Technical Requirements

Related
components

User
Requirements

TR_SM_01

Creates a new job for 3d
reconstruction

SYS-6

TR_SM_02

Creates a simplification job.

SYS-6

TR_SM_03

Execute the 3D reconstruction
process

SYS-6

TR_SM_04

Return the 3D model as an obj Data storage
and texture maps

SYS-6

TR_SM_05

Consider the visual analytics Visual analysis
semantic
info
in
the
reconstruction process

SYS-6

TR_SM_06

Fuse geographic data
the satellite data

from GIS/Geoserver SYS-6

Table 13: Technical requirements for space modelling component
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4.8.3 Operating requirements
CPU

2 x 2.2GHz Intel Xeon-Cascade-Lake

RAM (GB)

64

GPU

Nvidia Tesla T4

Storage (GB) 800 (SSD) + 4000 (HDD)
OS
Ubuntu 18.04.1 x64
Table 14: Operating requirements
4.8.4 Logical design
The overview of the 3D reconstruction service is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: An overview of the components and the data flow in the 3D reconstruction
service.


Incoming requests, are authenticated and the requested jobs are registered in the
database as a pending job. For the authentication an API_KEY is used.



As a response the service_api returns a JobID. With this ID, when the job is
completed, the user can get the results.



The service will look the database for pending job, using a job manager. If they found
one, they pick it, and executes it.



The job status can be:
1. pending: the job waits to be executed
2. in-progress: the job is currently in progress
3. completed: the job is completed, the results can be downloaded
4. failed: the job failed for a reason



The user can download the results by using the JobID.

4.8.5 Internal components
This service consists of:


A web server that accepts the incoming requests from the web. This web server is an
NGINX web server and its tasks are to expose the service on the web, accept
requests, enable SSL and other tasks for future needs just like scaling, load balancing
and others.
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o NGINX “is a web server that can also be used as a reverse proxy, load
balancer, mail proxy and HTTP cache. Nginx is free and open-source
software”14.
A relational database (SQLite) which is responsible to keep the stateful information.
o SQLite “is a C-language library that implements a small, fast, self-contained,
high-reliability, full-featured, SQL database engine15”.
A Flask application. This application handles, authenticate and authorise the job
requests, stores and retrieves them from the database, and responds them
accordingly. Basically, it’s the interface through it the users can post some images as
a job request, learn when that request is done, and download the created mesh.
o Flask “is a micro web framework written in Python”16.
A Job Manager which is a python program and it is responsible to get a pending job
and to feed it to the 3D reconstruction service. It also may require to do a preprocess for the data just like
o Unzipping images from a zipped file
o Extracting the images from a video
o Downloading the images from a given json with specific structure
The 3D reconstruction service, which is the software responsible for creating the
mesh from the given images.
Local disk for storage.

All those components are “dockerised” and the structure of that service can be easily
deployed using a docker-compose file.
4.8.6 Internal data model
Database Tables: For the database a simple schema is followed, that contains only the
information about the registered apps and the submitted jobs



Apps
Jobs

Storage: The place where all the job’s files, the generated files and the final mesh are stored.
Currently it is a local storage but it may move on the cloud in the future. It is stuctured like:
Storage/<AppID>/<JobID>/
In that directory are located some files generated for the reconstruction and the
simplification (CameraInit, FeatureExtraction, MeshFiltering, StructureFromMotion,
DepthMap, FeatureMatching, Meshing, Texturing, DepthMapFilter, ImageMatching,
PrepareDenseScene), the job input files (with the images), the generated output mesh and
some logging files.

4.9

Decision Support System (CERTH)

4.9.1 Functionalities
This component is responsible for the inference techniques that will be developed for
decision support framework in the domains of media production planning and disaster
14
15

16

http://nginx.org/
https://www.sqlite.org/

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.0.x/
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management, and semantic content annotation and integration. The main issues that will be
addressed in this component are two: a) Dealing with probabilistic information coming from
the various modalities and content retrieved from search. b) Being able to reason efficiently
upon a large knowledge base. This will be achieved by performing semantic reasoning on top
of the ontology, which will be stored in the xR4DRAMA triple store, which refers to the
process of inferring implicit knowledge from the explicitly asserted facts residing in the
ontology. Additionally the reasoning rules will be formed in a way that will allow fuzzy
reasoning techniques. The reasoning mechanisms will support sophisticated interpretation
tasks relevant to the management of multimodal incoming information and to the retrieval
of information pertinent to the users’ needs.
4.9.2 Related technical requirements
TR No.

Technical Requirement

TR_DS_1

Provide an API over the Reasoning Service
KB for querying

TR_DS_2

Process incoming queries
and semantically retrieve
data from the KB

TR_DS_3

Related
components

Related
Requirement

SYS-4,

Table 15: Technical requirements for Decision Support System

Operating System: Windows 10
CPU: Intel Xeon Silver 4108
RAM: >5 Gb
Java 8
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SYS-9,

PUC1-06,PUC1-14, PUC118

Enable general purpose
rule-based reasoning

4.9.3 Operating requirements

SYS-5,

User
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4.9.4 Logical design

Figure 18: DSS Logical design
4.9.5 Internal components
Reasoning Service: Combining attributes like locations and timestamps, risks that are
available on each of these cases we perform semantic queries and create intelligent
interconnections between cross-modal data which are useful for the end users. In such way,
a complete knowledge it is offered to the users, containing results of different components’
analyses, who want to be aware of environment-related issues under a specific area and
time period.
4.9.6 Internal data model
The data model of the decision support system at this point of development is the same with
Knowledge Base’s data model that is presented in 4.11.6. The reason behind this is that the
initial methodology for decision support will be based on the semantic reasoning on top of
the ontology that is being developed.

4.10 Text generation module (UPF)
4.10.1 Functionalities
The text generation module converts structured information from the various analysis
components (textual, visual, stress, …) into human-readable reports or messages. It can be
used to prepare aggregated documentation as well as status or situation updates or
messages.
4.10.2 Related technical requirements
The text generation module needs to receive structured aggregated information from the
knowledge base. The resulting text reports or messages then need to be relayed to the
interested end user.
TR No.

Technical Requirement

TR_TG_01

Receive
data
knowledge base

Related
components

from Knowledge
base/semantic
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integration
TR_TG_02

Generate
textual Knowledge base
SYS-8
information and save it
Table 16: Technical requirements for the text generation module

4.10.3 Operating requirements
The component needs to be executed as a Linux-based Docker container and is accessible as
a REST-like service.
4.10.4 Logical design
The text generation module consists of a stateless REST-like service that receives a JSON
structure and returns a written text document.
4.10.5 Internal components
The text generation module is presented as a single component that applies any required
pre-processing, application of grammars or statistical algorithms, and post-processing as
needed to produce the written text document.
4.10.6 Internal data model
Data is not persisted internally to the text generation module. Structured data needs to be
provided by the knowledge base and results are either stored in the knowledge base or
directly presented to the user.

4.11 Semantic Integration (CERTH)
4.11.1 Functionalities
The Semantic Integration component's main functionality is the generation of the mappings
responsible for the direct linking of heterogeneous digital evidence including audio, video,
text and sensor analysis. This component will be fulfilled with the population of xR4Drama
Knowledge Base which is responsible for mapping the incoming information from the
different xR4Drama modules to the RDF-based representation format, based on the
ontologies that will be developed to provide the annotation models. An initial version of the
ontology includes mapped information of the aforementioned heterogeneous information
(e.g. locations, buildings, stress level, emergency signals, facilities) stored in the GraphDB
triple store.
4.11.2 Related technical requirements
TR No.

Technical Requirement

Related
components

TR_KB_1

Map analysis results Population Service
from visual analysis

TR_KB_2

Map analysis results
from sensor analysis

TR_KB_3

Map analysis results
from text analysis
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TR_KB_4
TR_KB_5

Map analysis
from reasoning

results

Provide a semantic - Knowledge Base
SYS-5
relationship vocabulary
Table 17: Technical requirements for Semantic Integration

4.11.3 Operating requirements
Software requirements:


Apache Tomcat



Java 8



GraphDB

Hardware requirements:


Operating System: Windows 10



CPU: Intel® Xeon® Silver 4108



RAM: >5GB



Disk Space: >50GB

4.11.4 Logical design
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Figure 19: Semantic integration logical design
4.11.5 Internal components


Knowledge Base (KB): The semantic base, or ontology, contains all the core features
for representing the pertinent knowledge and for supporting decision-making. Based
on a well-defined ontology language (OWL), the xR4DRAMA ontology will encompass,
information regarding domain knowledge exploiting other components as well as
information from external sources. Typical constructs stored in an ontology contain
the classes representing the main entities in the domain, the instantiations of these
classes (i.e. objects) and the relations between the entities (e.g. properties). The
content of the ontology will be constantly updated so it can fulfil the updating needs
arising from the user requirements and pilot deployments.



Population Service: For the semantic integration of the Knowledge base we make
use of the population service of the incoming instances of information from each
other component respectively. By providing RESTFul API services to facilitate the
communication between components and by developing the mapping service with
the use of RDF4J framework we acquire the populated data.

4.11.6 Internal data model
The high level ontologies that were the road-map to the development of the initial
ontological model for the xR4Drama Knowledge Base were SSN and SOSA.
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Figure 20: KB data model
The following entities are the core classes of the developed initial data-model that can be
seen in the previous figure along with their object and data-type properties.


Observation: The act of carrying out an observation procedure to estimate, calculate,
identify values of properties and metadata of one more InformationOfInterest.



Procedure: A workflow, protocol, plan, algorithm, or computational method
specifying how to make an Observation. Some of the procedures that can be
modelled are visual, textual, sensor-data analyses.



InformationOfInterest: The core “things” whose property is being estimated or
calculated in the course of an Observation and will later be used for the reasoning
techniques.



Metadata: Data which frame the InformationOfInterest and contain additional
knowledge regarding each Observation (e.g. confidence, timestamps).



ObservableProperty: The type of media that carry the actual information that is
elaborated during a Procedure (e.g. Audios, video frames) and its properties.
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Location: An entity that contain geo-spatial information during an observation.
Additionally it can be enriched to model the online location of an entity in the form
of URI.Geoserver / GIS (U2M)

4.12 GIS Services (U2M)
These are the services that support the functionalities of the Geographic Information System
(GIS).
4.12.1 Functionalities
The service can be found at
-

API: https://geoservice.xr4drama.up2metric.com:8001/ and is briefly documented in
/api/v1/openapi.json
Geodata
protocols:
https://geoservice.xr4drama.up2metric.com:8443/GeoServer/web/

Basic functionalities:
-

-

Create / delete / retrieve a project, which contains the bounding box under
consideration.
Fetch the data from the available geoportal (now the available through the
implemented API are OpenStreetMap (OSM), opengov for Greece, and SITVI for
Vincenza)
Create / delete/ retrieve project items (“events”) that correspond to info, warning,
and danger. These items contain several multimedia and other filetypes.
Create / delete/ retrieve contact persons
Risk report management, which defines the navigation rules
Navigation (routing) service
Serve geodata (vector and raster) via the WFS and WMS protocols

4.12.2 Related technical requirements
TR NO.

Technical Requirements

Related
components

TR_GIS_01 WFS (Web Feature Service)
protocol17 to create, modify
and exchange large amounts
of geographic information via
desktop, such as QGIS18, or
view in online applications,
e.g. via using Leaflet19, for GIS
(Geographic
Information
17
18

https://www.ogc.org/standards/wfs

https://qgis.org/en/site/
19
https://leafletjs.com/
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Import GIS data massively,
fetch GIS data, add or
delete selected resources
SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS-3, SYS-4,
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Systems).
TR_GIS_02 WMS (Web Map Service) to
“provide a simple HTTP
interface for requesting georegistered map images from
one or more distributed
geospatial databases”20.

SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS-4, SYS-6,
SYS-11, SYS-14

TR_GIS_03 Data loader for common
geographic
information
portals, e.g. OpenStreetMap
21
, geodata.gov.gr22, and
SITVI23

SYS-1, SYS-4, SYS-6, SYS-14

TR_GIS_04 Database for the spatial data

SYS-1, SYS-4, SYS-6, SYS-10,
SYS-14

TR_GIS_05 Transform
geographic
systems

SYS-1, SYS-4, SYS-14

data

among
coordinate

TR_GIS_06 Create buffer zones

SYS-1, SYS-6, SYS-14

TR_GIS_07 Retrieve entities included in a
polygon, or buffer zones

SYS-1, SYS-4, SYS-6, SYS-14

TR_GIS_08 Storage for “large data”, e.g.
drone, satellite imagery, 3D
models.

SYS-1, SYS-4, SYS-10, SYS-14

TR_GIS_09 Serve the WFS and WMS
protocols

SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS-4, SYS-6,
SYS-10, SYS-11, SYS-14

TR_GIS_10 API to add data from media Crawlers, REST API SYS-1, SYS-4, SYS-4
crawlers
TR_GIS_11 API to Create /
retrieve
project
(“events”)

delete/
items

Add new -unary- data (as
“event”), SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS10, SYS-11, SYS-12, SYS-13,
SYS-14, SYS-15

TR_GIS_12 Create / delete/
contact persons

retrieve Data storage

SYS-1

TR_GIS_13 Expose the application to http
requests

SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS-4, SYS-6,
SYS-11, SYS-12, SYS-13, SYS14, SYS-15

TR_GIS_14 Add / modify / delete PostGIS
layers

SYS-1, SYS-2, SYS-4, SYS-5

20

https://www.ogc.org/standards/wms
http://overpass-turbo.eu/
22
https://geodata.gov.gr/
23
http://sit.comune.vicenza.it/SitVI/vicenza/index.php
21
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TR_GIS_15 Routing from point A to point
B, given a specific situation

SYS-1

TR_GIS_16 Modifiable costs
network's edges
routing graph

SYS-1, Update the cost of a

of
for

the
the

route from point A to
point B

TR_GIS_17 Road
network
updates
independently
and
periodically based on certain
conditions

SYS-1

TR_GIS_18 User authentication to access REST API
the database for the spatial
data

SYS-1

SYS-1
TR_GIS_19 Queuing of tasks
Table 18: Technical requirements for GIS Services

4.12.3 Operating requirements
Table 19 briefly lists the hardware requirements for the GIS services.
CPU (v)

4

RAM (GB)

4

GPU

-

Storage (GB) 30
OS

Ubuntu focal 20.04 amd64 server

Table 19: Operating requirements
4.12.4 Logical design
The internal parts of the GIS service and the exchanged of information is presented in Figure
21.
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Figure 21: The logical diagram of the internal parts of the GIS service.
When a new project is created, this service fetches from the geo portals specified data that
exists in the provided bounding box and feeds them into the database. When this procedure
is completed, then the data are published in the GeoServer as layers. The users can access
the data either from the geoService API or from the GeoServer following the WMS or WFS
protocols Figure 22. Figure 23 presents the flow of information inside the GIS service.

Figure 22: The geoportals that are used to initially populate the xR4DRAMA GIS.
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Figure 23: A fully detailed flowcharts of the processes inside the GIS service.
4.12.5 Internal components
The components of the GIS service are “dockerised” and can be easily deployed via docker
compose24.
1. PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL object-relational database to
perform CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) operations on GIS data. It adds
support for geographic objects storing them as vectors, e.g. for geometry
information, and as raster, and allowing location queries (spatial functions) to be run
in SQL25. The spatial data types are points, lines (2 points), multi-lines (more than 2
points), and polygons (where the start and the end points are the same).
2. GeoServer is “an open-source server for sharing geospatial data”26.
3. Data loader for common geographic information portals
4. pgRouting “extends the PostGIS / PostgreSQL geospatial database to provide
geospatial routing functionality” 27
5. GeoService API which handles the user requests like the creation of a new project or
project item, or to give some statistics about the found data. This API is implemented
as a FastAPI application. FastAPI “is a modern, fast (high-performance), web
framework for building APIs with Python 3.6+ based on standard Python type
hints28”.
6. Web server to enable SSL and other features. As web server we use Uvicorn. Uvicorn
“is a lightning-fast ASGI server implementation29”.
7. Redis “is an open source (BSD licensed), in-memory data structure store, used as a
database, cache, and message broker”30.
24

https://docs.docker.com/compose/
https://postgis.net/
26
http://geoserver.org/
27
https://pgrouting.org/
28
https://fastapi.tiangolo.com/
29
https://www.uvicorn.org/
30
https://redis.io/
25
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4.12.6 Internal data model
The database is documented here in detail. An overview of the database schema is presented
in Figure 24:

Figure 24: general architecture of the database that was implemented per the categories
mentioned in Table 18.
The data that was retrieved and the implementation of the geospatial database was carried
out to meet the needs for seven main categories are divided into the following
subcategories:
InfoID

Category

Name

Description

G-01

Accessibility

Transportation

quality and type of road (highway,
street, path), distance to railway
station and airport, public transport

G-02

Geography/
Sourroundings

Buildings/Monuments

the shape, look and size of buildings,
the utilisation of buildings

G-03

Geography/
Sourroundings

Landmarks

indication of high voltage lines,
windmills and other landmarks

G-04

Geography/
Sourroundings

Roads, Railroads

indication
railroads

G-05

General
information

Contact information of
people
involved/necessary

G-06

Environmental

Weather information
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factors

the year or a specific period of time

PUC101

Geography/
Sourroundings

Rivers, Embankments

indication of rivers, water courses,
riverbanks

PUC102

Geography/
Sourroundings

Manholes, electrical and indication of manholes, electrical
gas pipes
and gas pipes

PUC103

General
information

Areas of attention, safe Information on the presence of areas
waiting places, shelters
of attention, safe waiting/parking
places,
shelters,
sand-bag
distribution areas

PUC110

Environmental
factors

Sensor measures

Information
on
environmental
variables:
water
level,
rain,
temperature, humidity

PUC111

Environmental
factors

Radar meteo

Information
meteo

PUC112

Human factors

Physiological parameters

Physiological parameters of first
responders in the field

PUC113

Human factors

Stress level

detect by stress analysis the stress
level in first responders affected by
flooding/involved
in
rescue
operations

PUC114

Accessibility

Best routes

Possibility to define the best possible
escape routes or the fastest way to
reach an intervention area

PUC201

Environmental
factors

Noise pollution

identification of possible sources like
busy roads or highways, crowds of
people, factories, airports, railway
stations, railway tracks

PUC202

Environmental
factors

Light Pollution

Identification of possible sources like
street lights, ads etc.

PUC203

Accessibility

Parking

Availability of parking

PUC204

Legal Issues

Necessity
of
filming Necessity of a permission for filming
permit on the ground
on the ground with a crew

PUC205

Legal Issues

Necessity
of
permit in the air

PUC206

General
information

General information on Textual information on specific
site/buildings
sites/buildings in the area of interest

PUC207

Environmental
factors

solar altitude during the Simulation of the course of the sun
day
during a day

available

on

radar

filming Type of permission for filming with
drones, possible restrictions for
filming
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PUC208

Facilities

Power

Availability and
power outlets

accessibility

of

PUC209

Facilities

Bathrooms

Availability
bathrooms

accessibility

of

PUC210

Facilities

Restaurants, Cafés etc.

List of/indication of available places
to eat/drink

PUC211

Facilities

Props&Gear

Possibility
to
props/decoration/etc.
environment

PUC212

Simulation

Drone flights

PUC213

General
information

TravelAdvice

PUC214

Environmental
factors

Noise situation on site

and

and

in

put
the

Possibility to simulate various flights
of different drone models in VR
Security Information on the security situation
in the designated country

Noise situation on site recorded by
the location scout via a Smartex
device as mp3-file
Table 20: Requirements for data model of Geoserver
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5 FRONTEND TOOLS
5.1

AR Application (U2M)

5.1.1 Functionalities







It communicates with the main xR4Drama platform in order to get the project’s
details and any new event in real time.
It contains MapViews and communicates with the GeoServices in order to:
o Get the acquired data from the geo portals.
o To create / retrieve / delete items in the project like: Info, Warning, Danger
o To create Risk Reports in order to inform for dangerous situations.
o To navigate the users whenever it is asked.
It captures video, photos and it records audio in order to upload it in the xR4Drama
platform, for the control room.
It provides direct communication with the Control Room, through messages.
It uses Augmented Reality in order to:
o To augment user view with extra information that comes from the xR4drama
platform to increase his spatial awareness
o Help the user to count distances.
o To preview 3D information of the area or buildings

The overview of the AR functionalities is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Overview of the AR functionalities.
5.1.2 User interfaces
Figure 26 presents some indicative views of the AR tool.
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Figure 26: Some indicative mock-ups of the AR tablet application.
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5.2

VR Collaborative tool (NURO)

The VR Collaborative tool, is the tool which allows multiple users to go in the same VR
environment
5.2.1 Functionalities












Switch on the app in Virtual Reality HMD
Connect to the Collaborative server
Connect to other users of the collaborative environment
Load a project from the xr4drama server
Log into the system using username/password
Load 3d models from the xr4drama and GIS servers
Load maps from open street maps
Simulate various cameras (handheld and drones)
Save a configuration of 3D models
Put different layers on top of the map in 3D
Talk to other people in the virtual environment.

5.2.2 User interfaces
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Figure 27: User interface of the collaborative VR

5.3

Authoring Tool (NURO)

The Authoring tool will be the main entry point to the system. It will allow user registration,
project creation and all the other functionalities for the users in the control room.
5.3.1 Functionalities









Create users
Login as a user
Create projects
Add users to project
Search for locations on OpenStreetMaps interface
Select areas on the Map overview
Switch between layers of information on the map
Request new information from the backend

5.3.2 User interfaces
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Figure 28: User login screen

Figure 29: Projects screen
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Figure 30: New projects

Figure 31: Map screen
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Figure 32: Project info

Figure 33: Edit project info screen
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Figure 34: Location and information screen

5.4

Citizen Smartphone application (CERTH)

5.4.1 Functionalities
This module will develop a situation awareness mobile application both for wider public and
for the first responders. To start with the citizen functionalities, mobile app will be able to
detect the user context based on variables such as location, time and proximity to dangerous
areas, and will inform the user about the event current status, possible threats and alerts.
Also the user will be able to send reports regarding the current situation. As for the first
responders team, the main functionality that is under development at this point is the
implementation of their wearable sensors. The mobile application will connect via Bluetooth
to the sensing devices and will transmit the biometric data records to database for further
analysis.
5.4.2 User interfaces
In this subsection some graphic user interfaces (GUI) are presented with some of the initial
functionalities of the mobile app:
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1. Different login option, whether the user is a citizen or member of the first responders
team.

Figure 35: Citizen app: Login screen

2. The user will be able to see notification regarding an urgent incident, with instructions
for a safe route.
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Figure 36: Citizen app: Notifications & instructions
3. The user will also be able to report details about an incident, attach multimedia files
(photos, video, audio and text)

Figure 37: Citizen app: Incident details
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4. Finally the first responders using the application will connect to the RUSA device, and
they will be in control of starting the recording and the transmission of the sensor data.

Figure 38: Citizen app: first responder module

5.5

Monitoring Tool (NURO)

5.5.1 Functionalities




View the status of various components of the system
Display logs of the system activities
Connect to all the various components of the system

5.5.2 User interfaces
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Figure 39 Monitoring Tool
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6 CONCLUSIONS
In this deliverable, we introduced and discussed the technical specifications of the
xR4DRAMA platform based on an early analysis before the implementation of its first
operational prototype. After briefly introducing the general practice of requirements
gathering and analysis, and defining the scope of such activities in the context of xR4DRAMA,
we discussed technical specifications, first at the platform level, and then at the module
level, addressing services, machines, and user tools. Next, we conducted a demand summary
analysis on common issues related to architecture design specifications (data management,
communication, and platform processing pipelines), and expanded them by relying on
collected basic specifications.
The platform will adopt an iterative approach, including at least three different versions of
the platform, which will be implemented and evaluated in a continuous manner to meet the
user needs defined under the pilot use cases in the project. Therefore, the specific set of
user requirements addressed in a specific version should be isolated and clearly stated in
order to provide direction for user evaluation. For example, it is expected that the first
"proof of concept" version of the platform, also known as operational prototype, will just
contain basic functions. The following version (functional prototype) will solve the pilot use
cases in more depth and demonstrate the feasibility and added value of the processes
described by these use cases. The final version will be the version that will target all
requirements and can be packaged for distribution after the project ends
Afterwards, each service of the platform has been recorded and described in this deliverable
along with their technical requirements. All of these services can be easily adapted to the
needs of users, and will also follow a similar implementation method to the platform with
distinct versions. There are still few aspects to be addressed in the definition of the services,
but these will be dealt with in the iterative implementation process.
Finally, the deliverable describes the front-end user tools that will be the communication
points between the various users and the xR4DRAMA system. These include the AR
Application, VR Collaboration tool, Authoring tool, Smartphone app and the monitoring tool.
We investigate the functionalities of each of these tools and the user interfaces for these. In
the next few months, following the implementation of the first versions of each of the tools
and services, more requirements will be generated and addressed for the next versions.
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